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If you’re coming to NYC for an extended stay, you’re in good company.

Travelers come from every continent to New York City. Students come to New York’s 
acclaimed academic institutions and learning hospitals. Interns come to learn the 
ropes in fashion, financial, and publishing industries, just to mention a few. Graduate 
students travel here to conduct research, and multinational corporations bring em-
ployees here for training and temporary positions.

Rumor has it that New York is big, tough, and mean, a place any normal human being 
should fear from afar. But if you plan to live in NYC for a few weeks or months, or even 
for years to come, be assured that life here can be much less daunting than you think.

In spite of New Yorkers’ reputation as rude and impersonal, most of them relish an 
opportunity to provide direction to out-of-towners. Few will make eye contact or ac-
knowledge your existence at all unless you ask for assistance. Small town friendliness 
is not the way of any urban center. But when you need information, such as directions 
(Where is the platform for a certain train in the subway?) or location of a specific place 
(Do you know where I can find a coffee shop within a couple of blocks?), or knowledge 
(how do I get on a bus, and where do I pay?), someone will always rush to provide the 
answer. More on this later. 

Although you may feel out of place when you first arrive here, you can quickly assim-
ilate into the spirit and life of New York City. Find the right place to live, learn how to 
get around easily, and adapt to certain local customs. 

The following are 11 specific tips for finding your groove in this bustling, soul-
ful, big City.
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Tip 1. Find a temporary, furnished apartment in a neighborhood that engages and 
excites you.

If you’re interested in feeling the heartbeat of New York City, stay away from hotels.

Hotels provide refuge from the streets, but having an apartment will force you to enjoy simple 
urban amenities, the same way New Yorkers do. It’s not as easy as hotel living, but it’s more in-
teresting, and usually much less costly than staying in a hotel.

To start with, find a furnished residence…a short-term leased apartment…in an interesting 
neighborhood packed with restaurants, boutiques, food markets, and shops, and easily acces-
sible to mass transportation. 

You will find a combination of residential buildings (indicating that people live in the neigh-
borhood) and everything else you will need and enjoy from Midtown East or Midtown West, 
south to Downtown neighborhoods, below Houston Street. Currently, the East Village, the West 
Village (referring to East and West Greenwich Village), Soho, and neighborhoods further down-
town are among the most desirable residential locations in the City. 

Above Midtown, neighborhoods tend to be more residential and less commercial. This is de-
sirable for permanent residents, but not so great for short-term residents seeking convenience 
and immersion in New York City life. 

There are exceptions to this rule. For example, The Upper West Side is dynamic, accessible, and 
residential. You may enjoy staying there, as much as living Downtown.

Brooklyn is popular these days, as well. However, it still is not as dense with shops, services, and 
amenities as neighborhoods in Manhattan. 

To learn more about New York City neighborhoods, here is a useful link to a Frommer’s article:

h t t p s : / / w w w. f r o m m e r s . c o m / d e s t i n a t i o n s / n e w - y o r k - c i t y / p l a n n i n g - a - t r i p /
neighborhoods-in-brief

We can help you find the perfect 
short-term leased apartment in 
NYC. Click here for free assistance!

http://www.lot-48.com
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Tip 2. Live in an apartment within five blocks of everyday necessities and amenities.

Seasoned New Yorkers can live well in out-of-the-way spots because their long experience helps 
them get around easily. If you’re a newbie, you will find that it’s better to have everything you 
need within easy walking distance.

Imagine that you decide to bring home a sumptuous Italian dinner on your way home from work 
or a day of exploring the City. You get to your apartment and realize that a bottle of red wine 
would top off your meal perfectly. You don’t mind going out again if you can run around the 
block to the nearest wine store to get it. How about fulfilling a late-night craving for ice cream 
or popcorn for viewing a movie? It’s easy if there is a 24-hour convenience store within a couple 
of blocks. 

These same spontaneous desires can often be satisfied by calling stores and restaurants for de-
livery. You will get your order quickly if the store is very close to your apartment. Again, proximity 
is important.

When you look for a short-term leased apartment, think not only about the neighborhood but 
also the precise block of every apartment you consider. Google the address or the general area 
shown on the Airbnb approximate location, and look at the map for the proximity of subway 
stops, bus routes, food stores, liquor/wine stores, eat-in restaurants, coffee shops, and conve-
nience stores.

For example, the blocks below 10th Street and 14th Street, between Avenue A and 3rd Avenue, 
make up a  a portion of the East Village. Features of this rather small area include:

• A subway station for the L train, that quickly connects to a hub at Union Square with trains 
to every neighborhood in Manhattan

• Cross-town buses on 14th Street and uptown and downtown buses on Avenue A, 1st 
Avenue, 2nd Avenue, and 3rd Avenue

• Three major banks 

• Four large grocery stores and 6-10 smaller and specialty food stores

• Over 30 eat-in restaurants with delivery and take-out services

• At least five craft cocktail bars offering food menus

• Three small all-night convenience stores, including 7-Eleven
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• At least five liquor stores and wine shops

• Three movie theaters

• Citi Bike rental bicycle stands

• Three bakeries, including Veniero’s Pasticceria & Caffé, established in 1894 (1.5 
blocks away)

• Two fresh bagel/deli shops (handmade bagels with full assortment of deli toppings and 
sandwich fillings)

• Two well-reviewed Italian restaurants, numerous popular Asian restaurants, and several 
of the City’s favorite restaurants

• At least five laundromats/dry cleaning stores with pickup and delivery service

• And so much more

  Tip 3. Wear comfortable shoes!

Urban living requires a certain amount of walking, if only to the subway station, bus stop, or 
local coffee shop. If you’re used to jumping in your car to drive a mile to the store or post office, 
you will be surprised how much more you will walk in NYC. Track your distance on your phone 
or watch, and you’ll see that two miles of walking reflect a somewhat sedentary day. 

That two miles or further won’t bother you unless your feet hurt. If your feet hurt, you’ll start to 
feel tortured on your very first day. Don’t let your fashion self-image get in your way, because 
here’s the thing…men and women alike can find good-looking or trendy shoes built for com-
fort. There was a time when New Yorkers fit into one of two groups: the functional shoe-wear-
ing group, or the slave-to-fashion group. Now, you can find comfortable, fashionable shoes for 
almost any occasion. Who knew that fashion and comfort are not mutually exclusive? 

Not anymore. The days of Sex in the City shoe suffering are over. Shoes are still fashionable, but 
these days, very few (if any) women run around the City in stiletto pumps with pointed toes. 

We can help you find the perfect 
short-term leased apartment in NYC. 
Click here for free assistance!
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Before you come to New York, acquire at least one comfortable pair of shoes that fit your fash-
ion self-image (or lack thereof ). Then shop when you get here if you need more. Don’t set your-
self back by limping around the City in uncomfortable shoes for even one day before acquiring 
shoes that will get you around town with no pain. 

In New York City, this is the definition of getting off on the right foot.

Tip 4. Learn how to get around on subways and buses on your first day.

Many New Yorkers do not have cars. Aside from walking, they move around the City in 
several ways:

• Subway

• Buses

• Bicycles (their own and rental bicycle stands)

• Electric scooters and skateboards

• Yellow Cabs

• Ridesharing services and car services

• Zip Car (membership-based short-term car rental service)

Most people use multiple transportation options, but everyone who lives here should know 
how to jump on a subway or bus to travel out of their neighborhoods.

Doing this may be off-putting, because the NYC subway system has a mixed reputation, to put 
it mildly. If you’re reluctant to go underground for NYC transportation, overcome your resis-
tance because you will need flexibility for getting around. 

For example, New York City traffic can paralyze public ground transportation. During peak traf-
fic hours, you can be stuck in a cab or car for over an hour to travel a mile or two. Your fare will 
quickly exceed $25. That same distance usually takes less than 30 minutes and costs $2.75 on 
the subway.

Buses are not as fast (although the City is currently reducing bus ride times), but they are simple 
to find and ride, and provide a great way to tour neighborhoods on the route.

No need to do hours of research. Choose somewhere to go (for example, Hudson Yards, the 
new place to go for eating, shopping, and looking), and look it up on a Smartphone app, or 
search it on Google. Get simple directions for using subways and buses, and go for it. When you 
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get to the bus stop or subway station, ask someone what to do (for example, how to buy and 
load a subway card) or where to go next (a train platform or bus stop).

Don’t worry even a little bit how this makes you look to others. You’ll make people’s day, by 
making them your experts. Many New Yorkers like nothing better.

Now that you know you can do it, practice using buses and subway trains to get around. With-
in a couple of days, you’ll have mass transportation down pat. You won’t become an instant 
expert, but that doesn’t matter, because you can always ask someone what you need to know.

Tip 5. Understand the sacred unwritten law about “standing on line.”

Standing on line has nothing to do with going online. It involves waiting at the rear of a line 
of people. Doing this properly seems to be an ancient NYC tradition as if carved in stone or 
penned on parchment. When you go anywhere, where people are waiting to be served, look for 
the line. Then stand at the end of it. If you don’t, you will trigger the wrath of otherwise polite 
people, who may shout out their indigence.

Don’t take it personally or explain yourself. Express regrets, and move to the back of the line. 
Tempers will cool very quickly.

Tip 6. Don’t be afraid to ask New Yorkers for directions and information.

OK, you probably read this earlier, but just in case you skipped it, here it is again.

No matter where you are, or what is going on, someone will be happy to assist you. You don’t 
need to explain yourself or feel embarrassed. If you ask someone who ignores you or doesn’t 
know the answer, just move on to the next person until you get the information you need.

Tip 7. Stock essential food items in your apartment.

That is, don’t be a slave to food “on the outside.”

There are an estimated 24,000 restaurants and eateries in New York City, including an estimated 
10,000+ in Manhattan. If you follow this article’s advice to live in a densely serviced neighbor-
hood, every near-by block will offer numerous opportunities to buy prepared food. 

This is wonderful of course if you are a culinary adventurer. It’s one of the charms of urban liv-
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ing. But you may regret getting too hooked on food from the street (restaurants, food stores, 
and food trucks included). 

Options for take-out and eat-in food may overwhelm you. You might find yourself living from 
one outside meal to the next, without ever acquiring any food to eat at home. By doing this, 
you’re likely to get caught in a cycle of feeling ravenously hungry, buying prepared food, and 
then feeling disappointed that your food wasn’t so good. 

Don’t assume that because there are so many options, your choices are mostly good. Unfor-
tunately, there is a lot of mediocre food out there. An estimated 25% of those restaurants and 
eateries go out of business every year, often because the food isn’t consistent enough to sus-
tain the business.

The solution to this dilemma is simple. Go shopping at a nearby grocery store, and stock your 
apartment with enough food to provide for simple breakfasts, snacks, sandwiches, or whatever 
you enjoy eating. This way, when you feel hungry, you can to eat something you already have, 
instead of hunting down food at a local eatery. 

And…not to discourage adventurous eating in restaurants…New York City has recently ac-
quired many more affordable, high-quality grocery stores. During the pandemic lock-down, 
New Yorkers began preparing food much more frequently at home. Based on new demand, 
grocery options improved very quickly. Rather than experimenting with restaurant cuisine ev-
ery evening, you can stock a couple of lovely prepared meals from local gourmet food stores 
and eat at home a few nights per week. Why not save restaurant eating for nights when you 
crave something extra-special? 

Tip 8. Stay safe.

Although crime has spiked in big cities since the pandemic lock-down of 2020 and 2021, New 
York City is comparatively similar or safer than other cities with sought-after amenities, such as 
Boston, Philadelphia, Las Vegas, and Los Angeles. 

Your individual chances of being safe are good, but you must do what’s necessary to stay that 
way. Here are a few tips to avoid crime and injury in The Apple.

• Be self-aware at all times. Pickpocketing happens when targets become distracted. It’s 
easy to avoid. Look like you’re going somewhere purposeful, with full possession of your 
faculties. 

http://www.lot-48.com
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• While crossing streets, look in both directions, even on one-way avenues and streets. 
Bicyclers use bike lanes and bus/car lanes alike and often ride in the wrong direction. 

• Don’t stare at your smartphone while walking on the street or waiting for a sub-
way or train. This will improve your chances of avoiding injury, as well as preventing 
phone-snatchers from catching you off-guard. Don’t doze on subway trains and buses. 
Back to the first bullet point: “Be self-aware at all times.”

• Feel free to cross the street or avenue, if traffic is not headed toward you, even if the 
walking light indicates “no walking”. But be very careful not to cross, if cars are turning 
toward you on a green light, even if you’re crossing with a “go” walker’s signal. Pedes-
trians have the total right-of-way, but there are plenty of careless drivers in New York 
City. The City is improving its enforcement of driving laws. But still, pedestrians are hit in 
crosswalks from time to time.

• Stand three feet back from the edge of the subway platform while waiting for your 
train. Several times per year, someone pushes a straphanger off the platform and onto 
the tracks.

• Keep your doors locked at all times. Engage all available locks on all doors.

• Many apartment buildings have intercom buzzers for admittance. Sometimes people 
push all of the buttons on the intercom system, to get into the building without a key. 
Never buzz in an unexpected guest.

• Do not walk in parks or on the streets at night, where there are few pedestrians and dim 
lighting. This rule is applicable everywhere, but people need to be reminded in New 
York City, where most of us feel safe walking around after dark.

As simple as these tips seem, this is about all you need to know. You never need to feel fearful, 
as long as you avoid high crime areas and poorly lit areas after dark.

We can help you find the perfect 
short-term leased apartment in NYC. 
Click here for free assistance!
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Tip 9. Meet people

In any big city, it’s difficult to meet people out in public. Urban dwellers do not make eye contact 
on the street or public transportation. This is a matter of self-preservation, not unfriendliness. 

However, city people have the same need for human connections that small-town residents 
do. In the right setting, you can meet interesting people, chat with them, and enjoy a delightful 
time together. 

Full-time city residents have their ways of finding companionship, of course. They join organi-
zations, get involved in group activities, and befriend neighborhood residents.

The New Neighborhood Bar

As a temporary NYC resident, you probably won’t want to join organizations. However, you can 
indulge in one of New York City’s informal “institutions,” known as the neighborhood bar, and 
particularly, the neighborhood bar featuring craft cocktails and a full menu of food. 

In the late twentieth century, every big neighborhood had several bar/restaurants with good 
food, beer, wine, and liquor. These were the places where locals ate dinner 1-3 nights weekly 
and often met their friends and family after work.

These restaurants were a lot like pubs, and they made good money with local loyal patrons. 
Then came hard times in the 2000s, soaring rents, and bigger, more organized restaurant com-
panies. Great neighborhood bars/restaurants went out of business in masse.

The good news is that in recent years of greater prosperity, artisan cocktail bars have sprung 
up. Upon entering one of these establishments, you will see a traditional bar as a focal point. 
But also, you will see tables with people sharing food and ordering rounds of cocktails. Expect 
to see merriment, with little-to-none sloppy drunkenness. 

Tables tend to be close together, so it is often easy to strike up a conversation with someone at 
the next table. For example, you could meet a table of Swedish ex-pat business people meeting 
for drinks and food on Friday night. Or you could meet a bunch of people from the NYC Runners 
Club, or graduates from a specific business school. You get the idea.

In other words, these so-called bars are meeting places, where people are often willing to open 
their groups to a congenial stranger.

If you go to one of these bars, you may experience delicious food and drink in a convivial set-
ting, without meeting anyone. You may also enjoy an evening of great conversation with inter-
esting people.

You have nothing to lose.

http://www.lot-48.com
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Public entertainment events

Although city dwellers don’t acknowledge strangers on the street, put them in a festive setting 
where waiting is mandatory, and things change.

Certain free and ticketed events in NYC attract crowds who arrive early to wait for admission or 
find a spot with a good view. Some events, such as food festivals, bring together people with 
a shared passion. You will join a crowd, feeling the collective misery of waiting as well as the 
excitement of anticipation. People talk, sometimes share snacks, and have a good time in spite 
of crowds and time spent waiting. You will start as a stranger but soon become a member of a 
large temporary family.

The following are a few examples of annual events in NYC, where you can have fun with strang-
ers in the crowd [Note: As New York City is currently opening after COVID-19 restrictions, be 
sure to double-check events online, at least through the end of 2021]:

 ♦ New Year’s Eve Ball Drop in Central Park

• This is the most painful open event of the year, but if you’re a partier, it’s also the 
most fun. In 2020, Time Square was closed to the public due to COVID-19 restric-
tions. At the time of this writing, it’s still uncertain whether Time Square will be open 
to the public on December 31, 2021. However, there will be plenty of ticketed public 
celebrations to enjoy. Choose quality venues where you’ll feel safe from dangerous 
revelers.  

 ♦ The Easter Parade, Easter Sunday on 5th Avenue between 49th and 57th Streets

• Enjoy this somewhat unstructured gathering of people wearing inventive hats and 
costumes, mostly with a crazy sense of humor, or at least, a dose of whimsy. Read 
more about it at https://rove.me/to/new-york/easter-parade

 ♦ Food Festivals and Events

• In Spring, Summer, and Fall, New Yorkers come out from Winter hibernation for a 
number of festivals and food events all around NYC. Specific dates are not available 
at the time of this writing. However, if you’re staying in NYC, keep an eye open for 
festivals, such as the Columbus Avenue Food Fair, the Antic Atlantic Fair in Brook-
lyn, A Taste of the Terminal at Grand Central Terminal, and the NYC Wine and Food 
Festival. 

 ♦ July 4th Fireworks

• Look for announcements of public viewing areas, get there early, and watch the 
stunning displays. There will be so much going on around the City, while many New 
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Yorkers are out of town on July 4th. It’s a rare combination of city-wide partying, with-
out overcrowding. 

 ♦ Free Shakespeare in the Park

• Since 1954, this has been one of New York City’s most beloved traditions. Traditional-
ly starting in May and extending through mid-to-late August, the Delacorte Theater 
in Central Park provides a charming venue for classic Shakespeare plays. Many re-
nowned actors, including Meryl Streep, Kevin Kline, Al Pacino, and Natalie Portman, 
have performed in Shakespeare’s plays at the Delacorte. 

• Tickets are free, through an online lottery system. Go to: 
https://www.goldstar.com/events/new-york-ny/free-shakespeare-in-the-park-lot-
tery-merry-wives-tickets?source=aw&awc=7115_1624911400_7e1ce1f04309d-
8152845d7e37cb5b5f2&subsource=78888-Skimlinks&utm_source=aw&utm_me-
dium=affiliate&utm_campaign=78888-Skimlinks 

 ♦ Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade

• This is the kickoff of Holiday merriment in NYC. You can watch the parade on TV, see 
it live-streamed on digital devices, or watch it…in all of its glory…in person. New 
Yorkers come out very early to get a good view on Central Park West from West 57th 
Street to West 75th Street, or 6th Avenue, from West 38th Street to West 59th Street

 ♦ Holiday Festivities All Over NYC

• Tourists love seeing the Holiday sights, and so do the natives. The annual Christmas 
Tree Lighting Ceremony at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is open to the public. Kiosk “villages” 
all over the City offer opportunities for Christmas shopping and stopping for festive 
refreshments. Bryant Park, behind the New York Public Library on 5th Avenue, has a 
spectacular collection of artisan gift kiosks as well as an outdoor food court adjacent 
to a large skating rink, and heated shelters for relaxing. It’s easy to go forth and com-
mune during the city-wide holiday festival.

Tip 10. Pace Yourself

If you’re inclined to take a big bite out of the Apple, remember that New York City is fabulous, 
sometimes frustrating, and often hectic.

Do what permanent city dwellers do to conserve energy. Undertake one activity at a time, ded-
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icate 4-6 hours to get there, visit the place of interest (a museum, shopping neighborhood, or what-
ever), enjoy a refreshment or a meal, and return to your apartment to decompress.

The next time you venture out, rinse and repeat. And live your life until then! 

That’s the New York City way.

Tip 11. Avoid being crowded by too much stuff in a too-small space.

If you plan to stay in NYC for several months, you will most likely book a smaller space than you are 
accustomed to living in. Afterall, real estate is costly in big cities such as NYC. 

Avoid cramming your possessions into space otherwise more useful for relaxing. And don’t forget 
that you will probably shop and acquire more than you brought. 

Convenient and affordable storage space is springing up everywhere in NYC. You can even find lo-
cal storage facilities with small closet-sized spaces in easily accessible buildings, where you can pop 
in any time you need something bulky…for example an especially heavy coat for the coldest day in 
Winter, a bicycle, or a folding chair for a trip to the beach.

For more information, go to www.lot-48.com for recommendations.

Find the just-right place for your stay in New York City!

If you’re coming to New York City for:

 ♦ A job assignment, OR

 ♦ An internship, OR

 ♦ A research project, OR

 ♦ A training program, OR

 ♦ Any purpose bringing you here for a temporary or long-term stay!

Let us assist you in finding precisely the right short-term furnished apartment for you.

We can help you find the perfect 
short-term leased apartment in NYC. 
Click here for free assistance!
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